Thermal explosions are caused by runaway exothermal chemical reactions. The reaction starts to accelerate if the rate of heat dissipation falls behind the rate of heat generation. The rate of heat generation increases exponentially with temperature, while the rate of heat dissipation increases only linearly with temperature. A thermal explosion will then result if the enthalpy of the exothermic reaction is sufficiently great to heat the material to hundreds or thousands of degrees in a fraction of a second along with the generation of a significant amount of gaseous product.
Approaches to chemical kinetics
Thermal explosions are caused by runaway exothermal chemical reactions. The reaction starts to accelerate if the rate of heat dissipation falls behind the rate of heat generation. The rate of heat generation increases exponentially with temperature, while the rate of heat dissipation increases only linearly with temperature. A thermal explosion will then result if the enthalpy of the exothermic reaction is sufficiently great to heat the material to hundreds or thousands of degrees in a fraction of a second along with the generation of a significant amount of gaseous product.
The usual starting point for thermal explosions is the Arrhenius equation
where k is the rate constant, Z is a frequency factor, and E is an activation energy. Essentially all chemical processes of interest contain multiple elementary chemical reactions, hence multiple rate constants. For thermal decomposition, the overall reaction is typically a combination of initiation, propagation, and termination (recombination) free-radical reactions. Initiation reactions are usually endothermic, and for energetic materials, the others are usually exothermic.
A variety of chemical rate laws have been considered for thermal decomposition. The simplest and most common is an n th -order reaction for one material A converted to another material B:
where a is the fractional conversion and n is the reaction order. If n=0, the reaction rate depends only on temperature and not the extent of reaction. A unimolecular decomposition reaction has n=1, or first order, and both the reaction rate and amount of initial material will decay exponentially with time. If n>1, the reaction rate will initially decrease faster with time than a first-order reaction but extend to longer time. Energetic materials and thermal explosions are commonly linked with induction times, or a time where little happens before the system heats rapidly and feeds back on itself catastrophically. There are actually two separate induction time phenomena -one chemical and one thermal. The former involves a vigorously acceleratory chemical reaction at constant temperature, and the latter is an exponentially increasing reaction rate due to increasing temperature.
There are several simple and related acceleratory mechanisms related to the reaction sequences
The relevant differential equation is
Here we have added empirical reaction orders to each of the conversion terms in Eq. (4). They would be unity if Eq. (3) were rigorously correct, but they serve a useful purpose in empirical model fitting. Equation (4) is often simplified by assuming that n 1 =n 2 , giving
where z=k 1 /k 2 »1-q. The left-hand side is used in the CISP software [1] , and the right-hand side of Eq. (5) has been called the extended Prout-Tompkins model [2] . For m=0, Eq. (5) reduces to an n th -order reaction, and for n=0, it reduces to a linear chain-branching reaction. Consequently, Eqs (4) and (5) contain the basic characteristics of sequential reactions as well as reactions that can undergo extremely rapid acceleration for m>1.
Numerous thermal analysis experiments on many explosives shown that energetic materials are intrinsically autocatalytic, and the reaction profiles are narrower than predicted by a first-order reaction with an activation energy derived by Kissinger's method. Consequently, Eq. (5) provides the minimum complexity of chemical reaction model needed to model energetic materials, and early kinetic parameters derived using Eq. (2) should be discarded as unreliable. However, most energetic materials have a reaction profile that is more complex than a single reaction profile consistent with Eq. (5). This can be addressed by one of three approaches:
• Develop more detailed mechanism than Eq. (3).
• Construct empirical models from multiple extended Prout-Tompkins reactions, and • Use an advanced isoconversional kinetic approach, in which an activation energy is derived for each small portion of reaction (1% in a or less) and they react sequentially. Option 1 includes a range of possibilities from relatively small reaction networks within the range of Netzsch [3] and CISP [1] software to full-blown detailed reaction mechanism involving hundreds of reactions [4] . Other progress along the lines of option 1 has been obtained by computer simulations of the decomposing molecules [5] . Other work seeks to develop simplified mechanistic models that are more rigorous than the global models but not as detailed as those that have been developed for combustion models [6] . Although very promising, these more fundamental models are still in the early stages of development and will not be covered in detail here. Moreover, they are typically out of the scope of thermal analysis.
Option 2 assumes that individual features of the reaction profile are independent of each other. One could either fit a small number of concurrent reactions with Z and E determined specially for each feature, or one could fit a large number of parallel reactions analogously to the discrete activation energy distribution model used extensively in petroleum geochemistry by assuming only a single Z factor or one with a prescribed functional relationship to E. Determining Z and E for each feature individually allows the reaction profile to change shape as a function of heating rate. The danger, however, is that if the reactions really have sequential characteristics, the model can erroneously predict that two reactions will switch order. Independent evidence is needed to determine whether such a switch is correct or not.
Option 3 is an enhancement of the basic isoconversional approaches of differential Friedman [7] and integral . They received a resurgence in recent years in the thermal analysis community due to the efforts of Vyazovkin [9] , who improved the integral approach. They are also available in kinetics analysis software packages from Mettler-Toledo, Netzsch, AKTS [10] , and LLNL. The basic premise of the differential approach [11], which we use, is that Z and E can be determined at any selected fraction converted, a, for a set of experiments with different thermal histories using a simple Arrhenius plot:
Advanced isoconversional methods represent the limit of a sequential model in which the reaction interval covered by each segment approaches zero. The form factor of the reaction is absorbed into the conversion dependence of an effective Z value. As such, the resulting model is the best that can be done for systems that are sequential in character. It also works for systems in which the reaction characteristics are concurrent but for which the activation energy increases with the extent of conversion. Because it works well in these two limits, it is probably the best bet for systems that are complex and not well characterized. However, it does contain assumptions that may not be valid and should not be believed blindly.
Approaches to thermal modeling
The earliest attempts to combine exothermic chemical reaction rates with heat loss date back to the early 20 th century. The Frank-Kamenetskii and associated equations are outlined by Merzhanov and Abramov [11] . Assuming a zero-order reaction, the
